Vector-Valued Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (vv-RKHSs) provide an elegant way to extend scalar kernel methods when the output space is a Hilbert space. First used in multi-task regression, this theoretical framework opens the door to various applications, ranging from structured output prediction to functional regression, thanks to its ability to deal with infinite dimensional output spaces. This work investigates how to use the duality principle to handle different families of loss functions, yet unexplored within vv-RKHSs. The difficulty of having infinite dimensional dual variables is overcome, either by means of a Double Representer Theorem when the loss depends on inner products solely, or by an in-depth analysis of the Fenchel-Legendre transform of integral losses. Experiments on structured prediction, function-to-function regression and structured representation learning with -insensitive and Huber losses illustrate the benefits of this framework.
Introduction
With the increasing availability of streaming and network data, learning from complex structured objects such as graphs and time series has attracted a great deal of attention in Machine Learning. For years, the development of approaches devoted to non-vectorial input data has been linked to the design of suited kernels (Gärtner, 2008) , and the exploitation of the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space tools (Aronszajn, 1950; Hofmann et al., 2008) . However, when dealing with complex output data, the original scalar-valued models such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs, Cortes and Vapnik (1995) ; Drucker et al. (1997) ) are no more appropriate. While Structural SVM and variants cope with discrete structures (Joachims et al., 2009 ), Operator-Valued Kernels (OVKs) and Vector-Valued Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (vv-RKHSs, Micchelli and Pontil (2005) ; Carmeli et al. (2006 Carmeli et al. ( , 2010 ) provide a unique framework to handle both functional and structured outputs. Vv-RKHSs are classes of functions mapping an arbitrary input set X to some output Hilbert space Y (Senkene and Tempel'man, 1973; Caponnetto et al., 2008) . First used in the finite dimensional case (Y " R p ) to solve multitask regression (Micchelli and Pontil, 2005) and multiple class classification (Dinuzzo et al., 2011) , OVK methods have then been exploited to handle outputs in an infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. This ability has unlocked numerous applications, such as functional regression (Kadri et al., 2016) , infinite quantile regression (Brault et al., 2019) , structured prediction (Brouard et al., 2011; Kadri et al., 2013) , or structured data representation learning (Laforgue et al., 2019) .
However, these sophisticated schemes often come at the price of a simplistic loss function: the squared norm associated to the output space. In this work, we show that a careful use of the duality principle considerably broadens the range of loss functions for which OVK solutions are computable. Despite an extensive use within scalar kernel methods, very few attempts have been made to adapt duality to vv-RKHSs. In Brouard et al. (2016b) , dualization is presented, but only used in the maximum margin regression scenario. In Sangnier et al. (2017) , a wider class of loss functions is considered, the -insensitive losses, but only in the case of matrix-valued kernels (Álvarez et al., 2012) , for which the dual problem is finite dimensional. For a general OVK, nonetheless, the dual problem is to be solved over Y n , which is intractable without additional work when Y is infinite dimensional. The present work aims at developing a comprehensive methodology to solve these dual problems in general Hilbert spaces for a wide range of losses. In particular, we define general conditions under which a Double Representer Theorem can be used, and analyze the family of integral losses.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce OVKs, and derive the gen-arXiv:1910.04621v1 [stat.ML] 10 Oct 2019 eral formulation of dual problems for OVK machines. Section 3 is devoted to a specific, yet very common, case where the solution in the general output Hilbert space can be computed easily, with algorithms duly explicited for the -insensitive and Huber losses, while in Section 4 we analyze at length the case of integral losses. Numerical experiments are presented in Section 5, and technicalities postponed to the Appendix.
Learning in vv-RKHSs
In this section, we recall the notion of Operator-Valued Kernel (OVK), as well as some elements of the vv-RKHS learning theory. An OVK is defined as follows.
Definition 1. An OVK is an application K : XˆX Ñ LpYq, that satisfies the following two properties:
with A # the adjoint of any operator A, and LpEq the set of bounded linear operators of any vector space E. And @n P N˚, @ tpx i , y i q n i"1 u P pXˆYq n ,
A simple example of OVK is the separable kernel.
Definition 2. K : XˆX Ñ LpYq is a separable kernel iff there exist a scalar kernel k : XˆX Ñ R and a positive semi-definite operator A on Y such that:
@px, x 1 q P X 2 , Kpx, x 1 q " kpx, x 1 qA.
Just as for standard scalar-valued kernels, an OVK can be uniquely associated to a functional space (its vv-RKHS), as detailed by the next definition.
Definition 3. Let K be an OVK, and for x P X , let K x : y Þ Ñ K x y P FpX , Yq the linear operator such that:
Then, there is a unique Hilbert space H K Ă FpX , Yq called the vv-RKHS associated to K such that @x P X :
• K x spans the space H K (@y P Y : K x y P H K )
• K x is bounded for the uniform norm • @f P H K , f pxq " K # x f (reproducing property) Remark 1. Let k : ΘˆΘ Ñ R be a (scalar) kernel, and H k its associated RKHS. Then, choosing Y " H k , the vv-RKHS associated to the identity decomposable OVK K " k X I H k is isometric to the tensor product H k X b H k , so that functions in H K may be seen as functions of two variables px, θq in the (scalar) RKHS associated to the kernel k X¨k (Carmeli et al., 2010) . Given S n " tpx i , y i q n i"1 u P pXˆYq n a sample of n i.i.d. realizations of a generic random variable pX, Y q, K : XˆX Ñ LpYq an OVK, : YˆY Ñ R a loss function, and Λ ą 0 a regularizer, the general form of an OVK learning problem is to findĥ that solves:
A crucial tool in kernel methods is the Representer Theorem (e.g. Micchelli and Pontil (2005) ), ensuring thatĥ actually pertains to a reduced subspace of H K .
Theorem 1. Dpα i q n i"n P Y n ,ĥ " 1 Λn ř n i"1 Kp¨, x i qα i . Although Theorem 1 drastically downscales the search domain (from H K to Y n ), it gives no information about the pα i q n i"1 . One way to gain insight about these coefficients is to perform Problem (1)'s dualization, with the notation i : y P Y Þ Ñ py, y i q for any i ď n. Theorem 2. The solution to Problem (1) is given bŷ
(2) where f ‹ : α P Y Þ Ñ sup yPY xα, yy Y´f pyq denotes the Fenchel-Legendre transform of a function f : Y Ñ R.
Refer to Appendix A.1 for Theorem 2's proof, that can also be found in Brouard et al. (2016b) . Compared to Theorem 1, dualization thus brings more information about the optimal coefficients (notice nonetheless that the Representer Theorem holds true for a much wider class of problems). As such, Problem (2) is however of little interest, as the optimization must be performed on the infinite dimensional space Y n , which is merely impossible. Depending on the loss, we propose two solutions: either using a Double Representer Theorem, or specific tools tailored to handle integral losses.
Notation. If K is identity decomposable, K X and K Y denote the input and output gram matrices. For any matrix M , M i: represents its i th lines, and }M } p,q its p,q row wise mixed norm, i.e. the q norm of the p norms of its lines. Finally, χ S is the characteristic function a set S, null on S and equal to`8 otherwise, and f g the infimal convolution of f and g (Bauschke et al., 2011) , i.e. pf gqpxq " inf y f pyq`gpx´yq.
The Double Representer Theorem
In order to make Problem (2) solvable, we need some (mild) assumptions on the kernel and the loss function.
Here and throughout, Y denotes spanpy i , i ď nq.
Assumption 1. There exist T P N˚, and for all t ď T admissible scalar kernels k t : XˆX Ñ R and positive semi-definite operators A t P LpYq, for all px, x 1 q P X 2 Kpx, x 1 q "
Notice that this assumption is by no means restrictive, since every shift-invariant OVK can be approximated arbitrarily closely by kernels satisfying Assumption 1.
Notice that if for all t ď T , A t keeps Y invariant, then Assumption 1 directly implies Assumption 2. The next two assumptions define admissible losses through conditions on their Fenchel-Legendre (FL) transforms.
Assumption 4. @i ď n, DL i : R n`n 2 Ñ R such that @ ω " pω j q jďn P R n , ‹ i p´ř n j"1 ω j y j q " L i´ω , K Y¯.
With these assumptions, Theorem 3 proves that the solutions lie in Y n , ensuring their computability.
Theorem 3. Let K be an OVK meeting Assumptions 1 and 2, and : YˆY Ñ R be a loss function with Fenchel-Legendre transforms satisfying Assumptions 3 and 4. Then, the solution to Problem (1) is given bŷ
withΩ " rω ij s P R nˆn the solution to the computable convex optimization problem
The reader may refer to Appendix A.2 for the proof. This theorem can be seen as a Double Representer Theorem, as both theorems share analogous proofs and consequences: a search domain reduction, respectively from H K to Y n , and Y n to R nˆn . Before studying particular instances of Problem (4), Proposition 1 presents a non-exhaustive list of admissible losses.
Proposition 1. The following losses have Fenchel-Legendre transforms verifying Assumptions 3 and 4:
This encompasses maximum-margin regression, obtained with z i " y i and f ptq " maxp0, 1´tq.
• pyq " f p}y}q, f : R`Ñ R convex increasing s.t.
t Þ Ñ f 1 ptq t is continuous over R`. This includes all power functions λ η }y} η Y for η ą 1 and λ ą 0. • @λ ą 0, with B λ the centered ball of radius λ, ‚ pyq " λ}y}, ‚ pyq " λ}y} logp}y}q, ‚ pyq " χ B λ pyq, ‚ pyq " λpexpp}y}q´1q.
• i pyq " f py´y i q, f ‹ verifying Assumptions 3-4.
• Any infimal convolution (Bauschke et al., 2011) of functions satisfying Assumptions 3 and 4. This encompasses -insensitive losses (Sangnier et al., 2017) , the Huber loss (Huber, 1964) , and more generally all Moreau envelopes (Moreau, 1962) .
Proposition 1's proof is deferred to Appendix A.3. However, one can notice as of now that most losses that depend exclusively on norms and dot products satisfy Assumptions 3 and 4. For losses that leverage the functional nature of elements of Y, specific tools must be used, that are detailed in Section 4. For now, we focus on particular instances of Problem (4) when is the -insensitive square norm, or the Huber loss. To our knowledge, and despite their relatively natural resolution in our dualization framework, it is the first time these problems are addressed in the context of infinite dimensional output Hilbert spaces.
The -Insensitive Ridge Regression
As a first go, we recall the important notion of -insensitive losses. Following in the footsteps of Sangnier et al. (2017) , we extend them in a natural way from R p to any Hilbert space Y. In order to avoid overwhelming notation, denotes here the loss taken with respect to one argument only (i.e. previously i ).
Definition 4. Let : Y Ñ R be a convex loss, and ą 0. The -insensitive version of , denoted , is defined by pyq " p χ B qpyq, or again:
In other terms, pyq is the smallest value pzq attained by a point z within the -ball centered at y. Figure 5 gives an illustration of -insensitive losses in one and two dimensions. Interestingly, and as detailed by Theorem 4, Problem (4) for the -insensitive square norm and an identity decomposable kernel admits a very nice writing, allowing for an efficient resolution.
is given by (3), withΩ "Ŵ V´1, andŴ the solution to the Multi-Task Lasso problem
The proof of Theorem 4 is detailed in Appendix A.4. The Multi-Task Lasso is a very well known problem (Obozinski et al., 2010) , that can be solved by e.g. Block Coordinate Descent (BCD, Tseng (2001); Tseng and Yun (2009)). This procedure is recalled in Algorithm 1, with BST the Block Soft Thresholding operator such that BSTpx, τ q "´1´τ }x}¯`x , and the objective decrease as stopping criterion for instance. Notice that the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) ofK is not necessary, as only A J A " r K and A J B " V are involved in the computations. Finally, the change of variable W " ΩV is always licit, since V may be assumed invertible. If K is not identity decomposable, but only satisfies Assumption 1, the dual problem does not admit a compact writing such as Problem (6). Though, it is still solvable. This is discussed at length in Appendix B, as well as the fact that the standard Ridge regression is naturally recovered when " 0.
The Huber Loss Regression
Another framework that nicely falls into our generic resolution methodology is the Huber loss regression scheme (Huber, 1964) . Tailored to induce robustness, it is based on the following loss function.
Definition 5. The Huber loss of parameter κ is given by H,κ pyq " pκ}¨} Y 1 2 }¨} 2 Y qpyq, or again:
Due to its asymptotic behavior as }¨} Y , the Huber loss is particularly useful when the training data is heavy tailed or contains outliers. Examples of the Huber loss in one and two dimensions are depicted in Figure 6 .
The following theorem explicits the dual problem for the Huber loss and identity decomposable kernels.
Theorem 5. For an OVK K " k I Y , the solution to the Huber loss regression problem
is given by (3), withΩ "Ŵ V´1, andŴ the solution to the constrained least squares problem
with V , A, and B as in Theorem 4.
Theorem 5's proof can be found in Appendix A.5. Again, the complex dual problem in Y n boils down to a well known tractable one in R nˆn . Problem (8) can be solved by Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) for instance. See Algorithm 2, with γ a predefined stepsize, and Proj the Projection operator such that Projpx, τ q " min´τ }x} , 1¯x. Analogously to Theorem 4, Problem (8) for a kernel fulfilling Assumption 1 is more complex to write, but not to solve. Refer to Appendix B.3 for a thorough analysis.
Applications
As evoked in the Introduction section, the ability to predict in infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces unlocks many applications, such as structured prediction and structured representation learning. In this section, we give a formal description of these tasks, and highlight the benefit of using the losses we have defined earlier.
Structured Prediction. Assume one is interested in learning a predictive decision rule f from a set X to a complex structured space Z. To bypass the absence of norm on Z, one may design a (scalar) kernel k on Z, whose canonical feature map φ : z Þ Ñ kp¨, zq transforms any element of Z into an element of the (scalar) RKHS associated to k, denoted Y (" H k ). One may then use the vv-RKHS theory to learn a predictive function h from X to Y, as in the previous sections:
Once the functionĥ is learned, the final predictions in Z are obtained by solving the inverse problem:
The whole procedure is depicted in Figure 1(a) . While previous works are restricted to identity decomposable kernels with the standard Ridge regression (Brouard et al., 2016b) , our general framework allows for many more losses and kernels. The use of an -insensitive loss in Problem (9), in particular, seems all the more adequate as it is not the final task targeted, but rather a surrogate one. Indeed, inducing small mistakes, that does not harm the inverse problem, while improving generalization, sounds as a suitable compromise . The Huber loss, that does not penalize heavily big errors, benefits from the same type of arguments. We thus advocate to solve structured prediction in vv-RKHSs by using losses more sophisticated than the squared norm. Experimental results endorsing the soundness of our approach are collected in Section 5.
Structured Representation Learning. Extracting vectorial representations from structured inputs is another task that can be tackled through vv-RKHSs. When standard neural net functions are not able to produce reconstructions in the input space, because the latter is to complex for instance, it is still possible to embed the datapoints into a Hilbert space. Then, composing functions in vv-RKHSs results in a Kernel Autoencoder (KAE, Figure 1 (b)) that outputs finite codes by minimizing the (regularized) discrepancy: 1 2n
Again, this criterion is not the real goal, but rather a proxy to make the internal representation meaningful. Therefore, all incentives to use -insensitive losses or the Huber loss still apply. The inferred and Huber KAEs, obtained by changing the loss in Problem (10), are optimized following Algorithm 3. Each layer being fully characterized by the coefficients Φ 1 and Φ 2 , the first ones, finite dimensional, are updated by Gradient Descent, while the second, infinite dimensional, are reparametrized into W 2 and updated through the BCD or PGD algorithms previously described depending on the chosen loss. Experiments attesting the benefit of these losses within KAEs are presented in Section 5.
(a) Output Kernel Regression Algorithm 3 -Insensitive and Huber KAEs input : Gram matrix K X , Λ, or κ init :
Handling Integral Losses
When the loss does not depend directly upon the scalar product or the norm in Y, it is impossible to verify the assumptions needed for a representer theorem. The dual problem is then seemingly intractable since no decomposition of the pα i q n i"1 on a finite basis can be exhibited. Moreover, the Fenchel-Legendre transforms ‹ i may not be computable due to a lack of compatibility between i and the scalar product in Y.
Integral losses over function spaces stands as good examples of such a case. These losses, depicted in Equation (11), are key to solve function-to-function regression tasks (see Ramsay and Silverman (2007) for an extensive description of challenges involving functional data analysis), as well as continuums of tasks (Brault et al., 2019) . Such losses take the form
where µ is a probability measure over some compact set Θ Ă R, and l θ : RˆR Ñ R is a family of loss functions indexed by θ P Θ, such that l is well defined. In our setting, Y is a space of functions defined over Θ which can be continuously embedded into L 2 rΘ, µs by means of an inclusion operator I. For all g P L 2 rΘ, µs, l g relates to lp¨, gq and g " l g˝I is the loss function at point g defined on Y. Given that px i , y i q n i"1 P XL 2 rΘ, µs are i.i.d. samples, the problem within the empirical risk minimization framework reads
Note that the py i q n i"1 are functions which do not necessarily belong to Y, since Y is the output space of the candidate functions within the vv-RKHS H K . Below we give a few examples of family of losses pl θ q θPΘ and emphasize on the usefulness of the associated Problem (12). For each of these examples, Θ " r0, 1s.
• l θ ps, tq " 1 2 ps´tq 2 . This setting corresponds to the Ridge regression in the function-valued regression framework. Especially, it coincides with Kadri et al. (2016) when the px i q n i"1 are functions.
• l θ ps, tq " max pθpt´sq, pθ´1qpt´sqq. This loss function, referred to as the pinball loss (Koenker, 2005) , is used at fixed θ to perform conditional quantile regression of random variables X, Y P R dˆR based on i.i.d. samples px i , y i q n i"1 . The minimization of its integral counterpart yields an estimate of the conditional quantile function when applied to px i , y i q n i"1 , the py i q n i"1 being considered as constant functions in L 2 rΘ, µs).
• l θ ps, tq " |θ´1 t´1u ptq| max p0, 1´tsq. Given θ P r0, 1s, this loss function is used in cost-sensitive classification (Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001) . The coefficient |θ´1 t´1u ptq| is asymmetric with respect to the two classes t P t´1, 1u, which models a different impact for mistakes committed on one class or another. Minimizing the integral loss lifts the need to choose the asymmetric coefficient, rarely known in practice, and allows a practitioner to evaluate the effect of this asymmetry posterior to the learning phase, since the algorithm outputs a maximum-margin classifier as a function of θ. (12) is performed exactly the same way than in Theorem 2 and leads to Problem (2). The choice of H K has to be driven by the feasibility of solving the dual problem in Y n , as well as being large enough to model the target function. OVKs of the form Kpx, zq " k X px, zqI H k , where k X and k are scalar kernels respectively defined on XˆX and ΘˆΘ are legitimate candidates for this (see Remark 1). Before providing an expression of the Fenchel-Legendre transform of integral losses, we recall few properties of RKHSs (see Steinwart and Christmann (2008) ) that are useful to solve Problem (2). Let Θ be a compact subset of R and k : ΘˆΘ Ñ R be a positive definite kernel, associated to the RKHS H k . Assumption 5. The kernel k is continuous. Proposition 2. Assume that Assumption 5 holds. Then H k is a subspace of L 2 rΘ, µs and the canonical inclusion I k : H k Ñ L 2 rΘ, µs is a bounded operator whose adjoint T k : L 2 rΘ, µs Ñ H k is given for all g P L 2 rΘ, µs by T k g " ş Θ kp¨, θqgpθqdµpθq. In particular, Proposition 2 ensures that for all pα, gq P H kˆL 2 rΘ, µs, xα, T k gy H k " xα, gy L 2 rΘ,µs . Continuity of k also grants a spectral decomposition for its integral operator, as stated in Proposition 3. Proposition 3. Assume that Assumption 5 hold. Denote by L k " I k T k . There exists an orthonormal basis pψ m q 8 m"1 of L 2 rΘ, µs and some pλ m q 8 m"1 P R`ordered in a non-increasing fashion and converging to zero such that L k " ř 8 m"1 λ m ψ m b ψ m . Remark 2. Even though each ψ m is defined up to a null µ-set, it is convenient to work with someψ m belonging to both H k and the equivalence class in L 2 rΘ, µs of ψ m , which is assumed afterwards. Assumption 6. µ is non-degenerate: supppµq " Θ. Assumption 7. The kernel k is universal, i.e. H k is dense in the set of continuous functions from Θ to R. Proposition 4. Under Assumptions 5-6, then T k is surjective. Under Assumptions 5-7, T k is bijective.
Dualization of Problem
Lemma 1 below uses aforementioned assumptions to link the Fenchel-Legendre transforms of y and l y . Lemma 1. Let l : L 2 pΘ, µqˆL 2 pΘ, µq Ñ R be a continuous loss function. Under Assumptions 5-7, it holds @y P L 2 pΘ, µq,
Proof. (Sketch of) Use the fact that @pα, ξq P pH k q 2 , xα, ξy H k " xT´1 k α, ξy L 2 rΘ,µs , that H k is dense in L 2 rΘ, µs and the continuity of l y .
Lemma 1 makes explicit the relationship between ‹ y and l ‹ y . It turns out that the scalar product in L 2 rΘ, µs is well suited to l y , so that l ‹ y admits a simple expression, as stated by the theorem below. Theorem 6. Let l θ : RˆR Ñ R be a family of loss functions indexed by θ P Θ. Let py, gq P L 2 rΘ, µsL 2 rΘ, µs. If ş Θ min p0, l ‹ θ,ypθq pgpθqqqdµpθq ą´8, then
where @t P R, l ‹ θ,t stands for l θ p¨, tq ‹ .
Proof. (Sketch of) Use the fact that sup ş ď ş sup in the definition of l ‹ y , and that equality is attained when this integral has values in s´8,`8s.
Remark 3. The instantiation of Equation (14) for specific loss functions gives:
• When l θ ps, tq " 1 2 pt´sq 2 , @py, gq P pL 2 rΘ, µsq 2 , l ‹ y pgq " 1 2 }g} 2 L 2 rΘ,µs`x g, yy L 2 rΘ,µs
• When l θ ps, tq " max pθpt´sq, pθ´1qpt´sqq, for all g P L 2 rΘ, µs, and y constant in L 2 rΘ, µs,
where χ θ´1ď¨ďθ is to be understood in L 2 rΘ, µs, that is up to a null µ-set.
• When l θ ps, tq " |θ´1 t´1u ptq| max p0, 1´tsq, for all g P L 2 rΘ, µs, and y "˘1 constant in L 2 rΘ, µs,
The key idea of our approach is to find good candidates pg i q n i"1 P L 2 rΘ, µs such that pα i q n i"1 " pT k g i q n i"1 P H k are close to the solution of the dual problem. Theorem 7. Let K " k X I H k be an OVK such that k verifies Assumptions 5 and 7. Assume also that Assumption 6 holds. The solution to Problem (12) is given byĥ
with pĝ i q n i"1 P pL 2 rΘ, µsq n minimizing
Proof. Use α i " T k g i for i ď n, and Equation (13).
Although Problem (15) phrases the optimization problem in a new space, it remains hard to solve since L 2 rΘ, µs is infinite dimensional. To circumvent this difficulty, the research of the pg i q n i"1 will be performed in a finite dimensional subspace adapted to the problem, namely spanptψ m u M m"1 q, where tψ m u M m"1 are the eigenvectors associated to the M largest eigenvalues of L k . Using the notation S " diag`pλ m q M m"1˘, an approximate dual problem reads:
Tr`K X βSβ J˘.
(16) Remark 4. The eigendecomposition of L k is dependent both in k and µ, and can be approximately solved using the galerkin method (Chatelin, 2011) , or by solving a differential equation derived from the eigenvalue problem. However, given that the optimal kernel k is unknown, one can choose a Hilbertian basis tψ m u 8 m"1 of L 2 rΘ, µs and a non-increasing sequence pλ m q 8 m"1 P R˚to construct the kernel k, which gives direct access to the eigendecomposition of T k .
Below are presented ways to solve Problem (16) in various scenarii of loss functions. In these applications, R P R nˆM refers to the matrix such that @1 ď i ď n, 1 ď m ď M, R im " xψ m , y i y L 2 rΘ,µs .
Ridge Regression. When l θ ps, tq " 1 2 pt´sq 2 , Problem (16) reads ( 17) so that it boils down to the minimization of a quadratic form. Setting the gradient to zero yields a solution β "`I`1 Λn K X b S˘´1 R, where K X b S is the block operator matrix such that pK X b Sq ij " k X px i , x j qS. The inversion of this operator can be performed using its spectral decomposition, andβ coincides with the closed-form solution given in (Kadri et al., 2016) .
Dealing with Lipschitz Losses. When pl θ q θPΘ is a family of Lipschitz loss functions, l ‹ y pgq may takè 8 as value if g is not in the feasible set of the dual problem. This induces an additional difficulty to the resolution of Problem (16), since the finite dimensional space spanptψ m u M m"1 q may not be stable with respect to the projection on the feasible set, which annihilates any hope for a vanilla proximal gradient descent. The design of appropriate optimization algorithms is out of the scope of this paper and left to future works.
Application to Huber Loss. Function-to-function regression has mainly been dealt with through the minimization of an empirical L 2 risk. However, in the spirit of Section 3.2, this task can be tackled using a Huber loss, which induces robustness. The approximate dual problem is then Problem (17) under the additional constraint that }β} 2,8 ď κ, and it can be solved through PGD. Experimental results endorsing this approach are presented in section 5. 
Numerical Experiments
Numerical experiments have been run in order to show the benefit of using more sophisticated loss than the standard squared norm in output Hilbert spaces, with focus on three applications: structured prediction, representation learning, and functional regression.
Structured prediction. We consider the problem of identifying metabolites based on their mass spectra (Brouard et al., 2016a) . We investigate the advantages of substituting the Ridge Regression for the minimization of an -insensitive Ridge Regression or a Huber loss. Outputs are embedded in an infinite dimensional space through the use of the Gaussian kernel (with 0.72 bandwidth γ and 1e´6 regularizer λ). We compare the different algorithms performances on a set of 6974 mass spectra through the top-k accuracies for k " 1, 10, 20. As expected, a wide range of 's induce a substantial improvement compared to Ridge Regression (see Figure 3 and further figures in Appendix C). This improvement comes with a norm reduction until the collapsing point at " 1. The Huber results are gathered in Table 1 , showing valuable gains for all κ's. Structured representation learning. Again, the introduction of an -insensitive algorithm allows to improve generalization while inducing sparsity. This makes the -insensitive framework particularly promising in the context of surrogate approaches.
Function-to-Function Regression. We consider the problem of predicting lip acceleration from electromyography (EMG) signals (Ramsay and Silverman, 2007) . The dataset consists of 32 records of the trajectory of the lower lip associated to EMG records of the muscle that controls it, augmented by 4 outliers to assess the robustness of our approach. We solve Problem (16) with a Huber loss for various levels κ. Usefulness of minimizing the Huber loss is illustrated in Figure 4 by computing the Leave-One-Out (LOO) generalization error associated to each model. Models trained with Huber loss may generalize better depending on κ. As κ grows larger than κ max , the constraint on }β} 2,8 becomes void and we recover the Ridge Regression solution. We used k X px 1 , x 2 q " ş 1 0 exp p|x 1 pθq´x 2 pθq|qdθ, pψ m q M m"1 the harmonic basis in sine and cosine of L 2 r0, 1s, pλ m q M m"1 "`1{pm`1q 2˘M m"1 and M " 16.
Conclusion
This work presents an extended analysis of the duality principle in vv-RKHSs, allowing for the use of new loss functions. The particular case of convolved losses is tackled, offering novel ways to enforce sparsity and robustness. This opens an avenue for new applications on structured data (e.g. anomaly detection, robust prediction), whose generalization guarantees remain to be investigated. 
A Technical Proofs
In this section are collected the technical proofs of the results stated in the core part of the article.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2
First, notice that the primal problem
Therefore, with the notation u " pu i q iďn and α " pα i q iďn , the Lagrangian writes L ph, u, αq "
Differentiating with respect to h and using the definition of the Fenchel-Legendre transform, one gets gpαq " inf hPH K ,uPY n L ph, u, αq,
together with the equalityĥ " 1 Λn
Kp¨, x i qα i . The conclusion follows immediately.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 3
As a reminder, our goal is to compute the solutions to the following problem:
Using Theorem 2, one gets thatĥ " 1 Λn ř n i"1 Kp¨, x i qα i , with the pα i q iďn satisfying:
However, this optimization problem cannot be solved in a straightforward manner, as Y is in general infinite dimensional. Nevertheless, it is possible to bypass this difficulty by noticing that the optimal pα i q iďn actually lie in Y n . Indeed, by virtue of Assumptions 2 and 3, for all for all pα Y i q iďn , pα K i q iďn P Y nˆY K n , it holds:
ensuring that the optimal coefficients are valued in Y n . If the inequality about ‹ i follows directly Assumption 3, that about Kpx i , x j q can be obtained by Assumption 2 through the following calculus:
where we have used successively Assumption 2 and the positiveness of K. So there exists Ω " rω ij s 1ďi,jďn P R nˆn such that for all i ď n,α i " ř j ω ij y j . This proof technique is very similar in spirit to that of the Representer Theorem, and yields an analogous result, the reduction of the search space to a smaller vector space, as discussed at length in the main text. The dual optimization problem thus rewrites:
The second term is quadratic in Ω, and consequently convex. As for the L i 's, they are basically rewritings of the Fenchel-Legendre transforms ‹ i 's that ensure the computability of the problem (they only depend on K Y , which is known). Regarding their convexity, we know by definition that the ‹ i 's are convex. Composing by a linear function preserving the convexity, we know that each L i is convex with respect to Ω i: , and therefore with respect to Ω.
Thus, we have first converted the infinite dimensional primal problem in H K into an infinite dimensional dual problem in Y n , which in turn is reduced to a convex optimization procedure over R nˆn , that only involves computable quantities.
A.3 Proof of Proposition 1
The proof technique is the same for all losses: first explicit the FL transforms ‹ i , then use simple arguments to verify Assumptions 3 and 4. For instance, any increasing function of }α} automatically satisfy the assumptions.
• Assume that is such that there is f : R Ñ R convex, @i ď n, Dz i P Y, i pyq " f pxy, z i yq. Then ‹ i : Y Ñ R writes ‹ i pαq " sup yPY xα, yy´f pxy, z i yq. If α is not collinear to z i , this quantity is obviously`8. Otherwise, assume that α " λz i . The FL transform rewrites:
For all i ď n, ‹ i satisfy Assumption 3. As for Assumption 4, if α " ř n i"1 c i y i , then χ spanpziq pαq only depends on the pc i q iďn Indeed, assume that z i P Y writes ř j b j y j . Then χ spanpziq pαq is equal to 0 if there exists λ P R such that c j " λb j for all j ď n, and to`8 otherwise. The second term of ‹ i depending only on }α}, it directly satisfies Assumption 4. This concludes the proof.
• Assume that is such that there is f : R`Ñ R convex increasing, with f 1 ptq t continuous over R`, pyq " f p}y}q. Although this loss may seem useless at the first sight since does not depend on y i , it should not be forgotten that the composition with y Þ Ñ y´y i does not affect the validation of Assumptions 3 and 4 (see below). One has: ‹ pαq " sup yPY xα, yy´f p}y}q. Differentiating w.r.t. y, one gets: α " f 1 p}y}q }y} y, which is always well define as t Þ Ñ f 1 ptq t is continuous over R`. Reverting the equality, it holds: y " f 1´1 p}α}q }α} α, and ‹ pαq " }α}f 1´1 p}α}q´f˝f 1´1 p}α}q. This expression depending only on }α}, Assumption 4 is automatically satisfied. Let us now investigate the monotonicity of ‹ w.r.t. }α}. Let g : R`Ñ R such that gptq " tf 1´1 ptq´f˝f 1´1 ptq. Then g 1 ptq " f 1´1 ptq ě 0. Indeed, as f 1 : R`Ñ R`is always positive due to the monotonicity of f , so is f 1´1 . This final remark guarantees that ‹ is increasing with }α}. It is then direct that ‹ fulfills Assumption 3.
• Assume that pyq " λ}y}. It is well known that ‹ pαq " χ B λ pαq. The latter being an increasing function of }α}, it directly fulfills Assumptions 3 and 4.
• Assume that pyq " χ B λ pyq. It is well known that ‹ pαq " λ}α}. The usual arguments on the monotonicity of ‹ w.r.t. }α} permit to conclude.
• Assume that pyq " λ}y} logp}y}q. It can be shown that ‹ pαq " λe }α} λ´1 . The same arguments as above apply.
• Assume that pyq " λpexpp}y}q´1q. It can be shown that ‹ pαq " 1t}α} ě λu¨´}α} log´} α} λe¯`λ¯. Again, the FL transform is an increasing function of }α}: it satisfies Assumptions 3 and 4.
• Assume that i pyq " f py´y i q, with f such that f ‹ fulfills Assumptions 3 and 4. Then ‹ i pαq " sup yPY xα, yyf py´y i q " f ‹ pαq`xα, y i y. If f ‹ satisfies Assumptions 3 and 4, then so does ‹ i . This remark is very important, as it gives more sense to loss function based on }y} only, since they can be applied to y´y i now.
• Assume that there exists f, g satisfying Assumptions 3 and 4 such that i pyq " pf gqpyq, where denotes the infimal convolution, i.e. pf gqpyq " inf x f pxq`gpy´xq. Standard arguments about FL transforms state that pf gq ‹ " f ‹`g‹ , so that if both f and g satisfy Assumptions 3 and 4, so does f g. This last example allows to deal with -insensitive losses for instance (convolution of a loss and χ B ), the Huber loss (convolution of }.} and }.} 2 ), or more generally all Moreau envelopes (convolution of a loss and 1 2 }.} 2 ).
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4
Applying Theorem 2 together with the Fenchel-Legendre transforms detailed in the proof of Proposition 1, a dual to Problem (5) is: min pαiq n i"1 PY n 1 2
By virtue of Theorem 3, we known that the optimal pα i q n i"1 P Y n are in Y n . After the reparametrization α i " ř j ω ij y j , the problem rewrites:
with Ω,K, K Y the nˆn matrices such that rΩs i,j " ω i,j ,K " 1 Λn K X`I n , and rK Y s i,j " xy i , y j y Y . Now, let K Y " U ΣU J "`U Σ 1{2˘`U Σ 1{2˘J " V V J be the SVD of K Y , and let W " ΩV . Notice that K Y is positive semi-definite, and can be made positive definite if necessary, so that V is full rank, and optimizing w.r.t. W is strictly equivalent to minimizing w.r.t. Ω. With this change of variable, Problem (18) rewrites: 
